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Loli debate eureka moment — Anonymous Comrade  20 May 2021 4:45:56 PM No.26432 [Last 50 Posts] >>26438 >>26513 >>26829 >>26929

#mature

I just had the most genius realization regarding loli porn while I was playing with my dog using a chicken toy.
The loli hentai antis are chicken toy antis. Let me explain.

Imagine you were playing with your dog using a chicken toy. A chicken toy anti approaches you and says "how DARE you derive pleasure from the suffering of a representation of a chicken? you fucking SICKO".
Then on top of that they add, "and how DARE you give a dog a chicken toy? are you trying to encourage the dog to attack chickens? you fucking MONSTER".

Sounds insane right? That's the loli debate in a nutshell.

I just wish there was a higher visibility place where I could post this. I don't have a Twitter and I'm not sure how to post this on 4chan without being off-topic.
Watch
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Mature Content  Replies:

 Macaroni !RevGiOKgRo   20 May 2021 5:01:27 PM No.26438 >>26441
File: 1621544487244.jpg (91.36 KB, 1280x720, maxresdefault.jpg)

>>26432 (OP)
I mean you're not wrong or incorrect with your main point and it's reasoning, though the analogy backfires because a dog would likely go for a 
real chicken if it could.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  20 May 2021 5:15:38 PM No.26441 >>26442

>>26438
A dog may or may not go after chickens (there are farm dogs who protect chickens from foxes and such) but that has nothing to do whether the dog played with a chicken toy or not. The dog does not see a chicken toy as a Chicken proper. Neither do we.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  20 May 2021 5:32:02 PM No.26442 >>26447

>>26441
Why make it look like a chicken then?

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  20 May 2021 6:13:07 PM No.26447

>>26442
I'm not sure. Why do toys that aren't abstract objects exist? Why is Foghorn Leghorn a rooster instead of a human?

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  20 May 2021 6:20:46 PM No.26448

Lolis are honestly epic, want to fuck them.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade   21 May 2021 1:20:04 AM No.26513 >>26514
File: 1621574404131.jpg (29.25 KB, 220x324, 220px-Recruitment_of_Pioneers_…)

>>26432 (OP)
Lol. Okay logic. But nothing is ever so straightforward, unfortunately. This argument doesn't really hold up IMO. This issue is far too complicated to be condensed down into an analogy like this. 

First off, a lot of people don't give an absolute damn about the welfare of chickens, whereas most people like to think they care about the welfare of children. Well...their own children, at the very least. This means that, while the person may even say that the 
toy chicken Is an analog to the real one for the dog, It is of no consequence. Why? Because the life of a chicken to them has no value. A dog killing a chicken would just be a "fact of life". On the other side of this, the child is generally of great value to most 
people. In their mind they cannot separate the real child from the fictional child. I agree that this stance is hypocritical, but It is not the fault of the person for having a way of thinking that has been normalized by society as a whole.

Part 1

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   21 May 2021 1:20:54 AM No.26514 >>26515

>>26513
One contributing factor to this is a lack of understanding of sexuality and the finer details of preference. Generally, people like to think of sexuality as a "switch" one setting male, the other female. In reality It is infinitely more complex. The only good analogy I can think of 
is Imagine a room of dials. To each dial is a particular attribute. The dials can be set to any value: The lowest being non-attraction/non-arousal, the maximum being AWOOOGA. It's not just attributes either. Context is a massive part of sexuality and "kinks" are just parts of 
the greater preference of a person. This is relevant because people see these other preferences as separate from sexuality and as such some kind of "deviation" or mental disorder. Even LGBT people can fall in this trap to make themselves feel more normal.

Part 2

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   21 May 2021 1:21:48 AM No.26515

>>26514
Stemming from this, most people cannot separate the attraction to 2d grills and 3d grills. It is entirely possible for a person to be attracted to one and not the other. However, there is probably some overlap for a lot of people, Including me.

In our society, sex Is held in an odd position. On the one hand It is held up high on a grand pedestal but at the same time it is shunned and spoken of in hushed tones. This isn't anyone in particulars fault, society ebbs and flows as Saturn's sands run on. What was once 
normal and celebrated, Is no more. What was evil and punished, Is no longer. In the far off future, our values we hold so very dear, will be forgotten and new ones will take their place as they have time and time again.

(っ´ω`)ﾉ(╥ω╥)

Sorry for the wall of text, In a writing mood today I guess :D

Final Part

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  22 May 2021 3:10:48 PM No.26809

Loli debate?... heh

More like loli masturbate

[ - ] Mature Content

 Yocif  22 May 2021 5:39:38 PM No.26829 >>26837

>>26432 (OP)
Comparison is abit wonky since the counter would simply be that the psychology of a dog is different to that of a human. 
Honestly the true insanity of the loli debate is that there is not enough research on the topic and people're trying to reach a conclusion. It's not like the porn debate where you can see a clear trend towards it being generally neutral. 
In the loli debate, we don't even know why people are pedophiles (my personal theory is that the person is corrupted by power difference hence why it's popular with right-wingers, but I'm not a psychologist), the only thing we truly know is that the content doesn't harm 
children.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  22 May 2021 6:16:44 PM No.26830 >>26856 >>27292
File: 1621721804314.jpg (20.91 KB, 400x400, 4W1ALI_s_400x400.jpg)

This entire thread
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 Macaroni !RevGiOKgRo   22 May 2021 6:59:10 PM No.26836 >>26856 >>27292
File: 1621724350228.jpg (64.1 KB, 1334x750, enlhfo6i08221.jpg)

This entire thread

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   22 May 2021 7:04:08 PM No.26837 >>26856

>>26829
>corrupted by power difference
If this were true, most pedophiles would also be zoophiles and attracted to people with disabilities. We see that most show preference, even when it comes to children (see: girl lovers and boy lovers). Most have their own AoA (age of attraction) and quite a few are not even 
exclusive pedophiles.

I have always preferred younger people to older people. It's been this way since I was young. Are you going to tell me, that a when 12 year old boy finds other 12 year olds more attractive than the older people in his life, it is because he is "corrupted by power difference"?

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  22 May 2021 8:30:23 PM No.26842

As Zizek said, child sexuality is the ultimate liberal taboo. I was a horny kid and so was my sister (before puberty at that). I was staring at female wrestlers at the age of 8 and roughly had an idea what sex was without needing anyone to tell me. Had a crush on a friend's 
mom when I was 7. Me and my friends would compare dicks. I had fantasies about touching the actresses from Desperate Housewives. And so on. But nobody talks about this for fear of being labeled a pedophile. What, I'm a pedophile for recalling my child-self's sexual 
experiences? Better shoot me dead then because I can't delete my memories.

Reason I write all this is because I'm into straight shota porn - and I'm definitely not a pedophile. Clearly you do not have to be a pedophile to derive pleasure from such material.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Yocif  22 May 2021 10:17:52 PM No.26856 >>26860 >>26886

>>26837
>Zoophilia
Doesn't change anything since people gaining a attraction could be because they see the animal as an equal. The babies maybe to both. 

>attracted to people with disabilities
I worded that poorly, children have less mental development compared to an adult, making it easier to shape them. 
The power difference is being able to control the child to do whatever you want it to. People with disabilities are only "weaker" physically (weaker in quote since they can be stronger at times).
It's sort of similar to the power difference of people who own means of productions (granted I'm not sure under communism if pedophilia would go away like crime).

>I have always preferred younger people to older people
Me too. The question is why kids before puberty? They're too young to reproduce. Hebephilia is it's own ball park, it shares some stuff, but it has it's own differences. 

>Are you going to tell me, that a when 12 year old boy finds other 12 year olds more attractive than the older people in his life, it is because he is "corrupted by power difference"
No, the child see's the other 12 year old as an equal and the appeal of the older persons is relief of their problems. Which isn't different when people want a partner since they feel cornered and stressed. 

Granted, I'm probably wrong, maybe when it comes to relationships it makes more sense. 

>>26830
>>26836
What you expect? A thread talking about loli is going to have people talking about it? The tomoko stuff I get, she jumps the gun.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   22 May 2021 10:46:22 PM No.26860 >>26979

>>26856
>because they see the animal as an equal
Which would be wrong. It is not at all equal.

>The power difference is being able to control the child to do whatever you want it to.
>People with disabilities are only "weaker" physically
Cognitive disabilities are a thing. And I detest the idea of "shaping" a person, adults or children.

>The question is why kids before puberty? They're too young to reproduce.
Guess homosexuality is no good then, considering two biological dudes can't reproduce. 
There is more to sex then reproduction. Animals exhibit non-reproductive sexual behaviors in the wild all the time.

>No, the child see's the other 12 year old as an equal and the appeal of the older persons is relief of their problems.
What? Exfoliate your onions pls.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  22 May 2021 11:15:52 PM No.26863 >>26872 >>27089 >>27092

I think I'm a genuine pedophile and I don't know what I like about it, kids are inherently less strong than me so I guess the power difference has to play a role in some subconscious way, I don't know if loli porn made me a pedo or if I was one since I was a kid, or some 
other experience gave me that, a cousin half my age kissed me when I was 11, so maybe that's where those feelings were normalized, and I liked it because... I liked her? and thought she was cute, idk, could be many things, I guess a lot of girls I've been attracted to in my 
life had some youngish features, like big cheeks, kind of baby faces. If I'm fully honest I just like the way their bodies look like, I can also like grown women, thick and clearly not childish bodies, so I'm not a full-on pedo with no way to go back.

Gonna scare some people, I know, just wanted to put that out if you're gonna talk about what genuine pedophiles feel like.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   22 May 2021 11:32:43 PM No.26872 >>26875

>>26863
Heh, It's hard to explain attraction to people. Like what would a gay guy say If you asked him why he likes guys? He might stumble a bit and say something that doesn't bring you any closer to actually understanding. It's an impossible question lol

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  22 May 2021 11:39:52 PM No.26875 >>26890

>>26872
Yeah, which is unfortunate since it would help to know why people are like this. It could be I was born with a high libido and this combined with lack of a social life pushed me to try more and more deviant ways of getting off, could be I conditioned myself to have a high 
libido due to my lack of social life while seeking more and more deviant ways of getting off, maybe I was just "born a pedophile".

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  22 May 2021 11:59:17 PM No.26886 >>26979

>>26856
I remember why I hate you faggots

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 12:11:29 AM No.26890

>>26875
Dunno, part of me reckons I was born one. Cause I can't remember a time when I wasn't lol. But In all honesty, who can say? Wish I was a fucking microbe so I wouldn't have to deal with this shit.

The wonders of the human mind °˖✧◝(⁰▿⁰)◜✧˖°

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 2:09:37 AM No.26929 >>27088

>>26432 (OP)
pedos deserve the fucking rope

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Yocif  23 May 2021 10:14:14 AM No.26979 >>26985 >>27087

>>26860
>Which would be wrong. It is not at all equal.
>Cognitive disabilities are a thing. And I detest the idea of "shaping" a person, adults or children.
>Guess homosexuality is no good then
Yeah you're right, I'm wrong. I'm trying to overly make sense of it from the knowledge of the Fascist appeal of the whole ordeal. Good think I never went into psychology. 

>What? Exfoliate your onions pls.
I was going off that the appeal of a parter as someone of that age would be for wanting someone that has the ability to care for you like a parent. 
In retrospect what I was talking about it probably wrong. 

>>26886
Hate for what?

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:36:50 AM No.26985 >>26992 >>27088

>>26979
You people are fucking stupid

This post was edited by its author on 23 May 2021 10:37:16 AM.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 puke  23 May 2021 11:02:57 AM No.26987 >>27028 >>27304
File: 1621782177953.jpg (23.69 KB, 467x406, gringo opina.jpg)

My own personal pet theory is that the loli debate is a more just a way to deal with the problem of being unable to identify actually problematic individuals (i.e. sex pests, actual pedos, discord moderators, whatever) in online communities without 
actually doing so. It's completely devoid of any practicality beyond satisfying the need for weeding out anyone that even slightly smells like they could be harmful (as well as being a limit for what people can be horny for in kinky places that's easy to 
argue for) and feeding paranoia, especially considering that the type of person that's openly into such content is very likely to lack the social skills to manipulate someone in the first place. Any real abuser is most likely going to act outwardly amiable 
and normal, which isn't something you'd say of someone who talks about jerking off to ice fairies (but the latter is instinctively more disgusting to anyone that's not into it, which makes them easier to target). Also, there's probably some sort of guilt-by-
association going on with people that consume loli generally being imageboard users and whatnot.
I hate how it basically makes it so that talking openly about liking goreshit or lolicore in general is a death sentence in some circles smh

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Yocif  23 May 2021 12:04:24 PM No.26992

>>26985
Are you going to put your foot down as to why we're wrong or are you just going to throw insults from the distance?

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 3:55:15 PM No.27027

I sure as hell didn't expect to see OP at the top of the page, congratulations.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 3:59:48 PM No.27028

>>26987
You're close. It's about deviancy. Even in the pedophilia debate at large, the outrage never comes to some productive measure. It's always blind anger. See also fascists and their tendency towards "pedo hunting".

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 7:21:55 PM No.27087

>>26979
Fair enough man, It's all good. I'm no expert on this stuff either (´ ε ` )♡

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 7:30:04 PM No.27088
File: 1621812604635.png (122.27 KB, 229x233, wtf_bru.png)

>>26985
Are you bullying just this one guy or are you shit talking all of us lol? There is 
no need to be upset.

>>26929
Shit bro, tell me more about this rope, and Is there gonna be a day of it? 
Fucking lmao.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 7:32:57 PM No.27089 >>27090 >>27092 >>27108

>>26863
Damn, non-exclusive? Lucky bastard, lel. Exclusivefag here. Though I will say I'm no longer ashamed of it anymore, I'm far past the point of caring.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 7:39:41 PM No.27090 >>27092 >>27113

>>27089
You poor soul. I'm nearly exclusive, barely saved by my arousal by mutual intimacy in general.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 7:46:21 PM No.27092 >>27094 >>27108 >>27113 >>27116

>>27089
>>26863
>>27090
Fuck it. /GET/ coming out party. exclusive and i like girls and i'm tired of being thought of as an abuser whenever someone hears the word pedophile, that's actually the worst nightmare imaginable to me. i didn't choose it and i used to fucking hate myself for it. i just want 
to be loved and i know i cant have that with any physical person. it's scary writing this, esp as someone who posts under a unique flag because i like this place but i hate being a pussy and faking that "i'm just a lolicon". if i'm shamed or chased out of here then so be it, but 
shitting on us and telling us we're monsters or ticking time bombs and making us suicidal and/or full of contempt for the world at large only helps to push the edgecases off of the fence and into a more dangerous headspace.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 8:02:00 PM No.27094 >>27102

>>27092
Ouch. I feel that man, I really do. So many of us feel that way. I've tried to commit suicide a few times but the fates wouldn't have it so I'm still here.
I'm lucky in the sense that I have very supportive and understanding friends that love me. People that understand that my sexuality doesn't change how I treat people.
But you see on the TV all the time how we're portrayed. Pedosadists and abusers are our only representatives. When a person with our orientation sees that it can go 2 ways.
Either they're driven to suicide or they get so mentally fucked up by the constant reinforcement that they start to believe that's what they are.

For the time being, it is inadvisable to pursue your need for love. Instead channel that love into something powerful. Drive yourself to build a better world for the people you love.
Treat them with compassion and respect, and they will treat you likewise. Look upon all you have done and all your are and smile. You are the antithesis to all that the world thinks you are.

(´-ω-`( _ _ )

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 8:05:08 PM No.27102

>>27094
Big hug, mate. i've never tried but i was thinking about it lots for a few years. and no, i'm not pursuing my need for love with any person. i've got that covered by the one who lives in my head.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 8:22:54 PM No.27106

Someone please explain how ephebophilia or whatever it's called is a designated mental illness? I mean I don't doubt that people that are into very young people have deep problems but is it really a mental illness?

This post was edited by its author on 23 May 2021 10:10:11 PM.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 8:23:39 PM No.27108 >>27109 >>27110 >>27111 >>27113
File: 1621815819722.png (195 KB, 680x453, gi6mwac5l1n31.png)

>>27089
>>27092
Sorry you guys feel that way, I've never wanted to kill myself over my pedo thoughts, but I've been close to committing suicide 
for unrelated reasons.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 8:26:19 PM No.27109 >>27110

>>27108
Glad you've felt secure (more or less, it seems) over your sexuality, and I too am sorry for your brush with suicide.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 8:27:50 PM No.27110

>>27108
>>27109
it wasn't so much that i wanted to kill myself for my attraction as that my hopes of having a loving relationship seemed well and truly destroyed.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 8:28:52 PM No.27111

>>27108
I don't feel suicidal over them anymore, thankfully. Most of my V O I D thinking these days comes from my awful job.
In a way... I'm sort of proud of who I am.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 8:37:28 PM No.27113 >>27117 >>27153

>>27090
Again, I don't really care. My sexuality is my sexuality and I wouldn't trade it for any other in the world. I wouldn't really be myself if I hadn't had the experiences that my sexuality brought with it, so I'm satisfied the way I am.
>>27092
I suspected it for quite a while, ngl. Proud of you for coming out. <3
Don't listen to the pedophobes, you're not a monster or a ticking time bomb or anything. You're amazing just the way you are!
>>27108
I've never felt suicidal over it, more just ashamed of it a long time ago. But I'm happy now and I've come out about it to everyone in my life who I care about. I don't make friends with people who can't accept this part of me, I'm not interested in being friends with people 
who don't actually like me for me.

This post was edited by its author on 23 May 2021 8:38:02 PM.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 8:45:47 PM No.27116 >>27118

Please don't effectuate your pedophilia.

>>27092
>chased out of here
Half of the administration are low key pedophiles.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 8:46:03 PM No.27117

>>27113
Just goofing around with the poor soul stuff heh.

>My sexuality is my sexuality and I wouldn't trade it for any other in the world. I wouldn't really be myself if I hadn't had the experiences that my sexuality brought with it, so I'm satisfied the way I am.
You just put words to something I've been feeling for a while (っ˘ω˘ς ) This is the true meaning of amor fati

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 8:51:13 PM No.27118 >>27119
File: 1621817473011.png (239.34 KB, 2000x1200, Pädophile Demokratische Republ…)

>>27116
>Please don't effectuate your pedophilia.
Nobody's advocating actually doing anything, officer.
>Half of the administration are low key pedophiles.

Based if true.

This post was edited by its author on 23 May 2021 8:51:29 PM.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 8:53:51 PM No.27119 >>27120

>>27118
Cool flag ( ･ω･)

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 8:57:14 PM No.27120 >>27121
File: 1621817834125.png (54.4 KB, 2000x1236, MAP-AAM.png)

>>27119
I've got more if you want them.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 8:58:32 PM No.27121 >>27122

>>27120
Do you make these?

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 9:00:49 PM No.27122 >>27123 >>27124 >>27154
File: 1621818049885.png (36.29 KB, 2000x1236, Pedoslavia.png)

>>27121
Someone on MAP Twitter makes them.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 9:02:28 PM No.27123 >>27126

>>27122
How's "MAP Twitter" like? how much is it far right trolls, non-political trolls and actual pedophiles? I feel like all of those accounts I see people fearmongering about get deleted as soon as people make them known.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 9:03:09 PM No.27124 >>27126

>>27122
Bodacious. They're pretty well done.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 9:08:01 PM No.27126 >>27274
File: 1621818481131.png (46.44 KB, 572x800, Pedolution.png)

>>27123
It's actually pretty great. Most people are actually left-wing, despite the meme about ancaps. As long as you know where to go to avoid all the coomers, antis, and bait accounts it's a great time with some cool people who chat quite a bit about youth liberation 
and other related things.
>>27124
Indeed.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 10:11:51 PM No.27153 >>27155

>>27113
i haven't thought i was a monster or time bomb for a long time now. but thanks though. i've been intentionally dropping hints for a few months.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:12:09 PM No.27154 >>27155

>>27122
Explain this flag for me, thanks

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:22:13 PM No.27155 >>27156 >>27157 >>27163

>>27153
I've known since /trash/ first got transferred here, m8.
>>27154
MAP pride flag plus Yugoslavia.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 10:22:56 PM No.27156

>>27155
awesome

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 10:23:24 PM No.27157 >>27159 >>27170

>>27155
may i ask what tipped you off?

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:24:46 PM No.27159 >>27160

>>27157
You're not subtle.
T. other poster.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 10:25:25 PM No.27160

>>27159
good, i wasn't trying to be.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:28:25 PM No.27163 >>27166 >>27167

>>27155
What's MAP?

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:29:40 PM No.27166 >>27170

>>27163
Minor attracted person. Politically correct term for pedophile (which was on a politically correct term too, but you know).

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 10:31:50 PM No.27167

>>27163
minor attracted person, there's a difference between someone who is sexually attracted to young teens vs someone who is attracted to prepubescents. And pedophile is often wrongly used synonymous with child abuser or someone who will or wants to abuse children.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:32:59 PM No.27170 >>27173 >>27175 >>27178

>>27157
My pedo radar is pretty good. I think you mentioned like a year and a half ago something about being concerned about the fact that some loli artists use images of real children as references for their art and that pretty much sealed the deal for me.
>>27166
Incorrect, it's not the "politically-correct term", it's a grouping of all minor-attracted people into a single category. Nepiophiles, pedophiles, hebephiles, and (debatably) ephebophiles. Most pedophiles I know identify as pedo first and foremost, nobody is offended by that 
term.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 10:33:46 PM No.27173 >>27174

>>27170
oh yeah, that was totes me.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:35:39 PM No.27174 >>27176 >>27185

>>27173
Usually when people are a little *too* concerned about things related to loli art, I find they end up being a real pedo.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:36:15 PM No.27175 >>27185

>>27170
It being an umbrella term or no does not make it politically incorrect or otherwise. Contrast lgbtq+ with queer.
Living up to the stereotype, by the way.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 10:37:05 PM No.27176

>>27174
That makes sense.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:38:28 PM No.27178 >>27181 >>27185

>>27170
>sealed the deal for me
What do you mean by that?

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 10:41:14 PM No.27181 >>27241

>>27178
I thin he means: The vast majority of lolicons don't know that some Japanese (and a few international) artists had and still have real references to use for their art. To even know that and point it out is a dead giveaway.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:43:42 PM No.27185 >>27186 >>27188

>>27175
Correct, it's like saying "LGBT is the politically correct term for gay". Which isn't true, one is simply a subgroup of the other. The whole thing about "MAP" being a term invented to be a politically correct term for pedophiles is propaganda made up by antis who think that 
calling us pedos will make us melt or something when in reality it's the term we use for ourselves first and foremost.
>>27178
See: >>27174

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:46:39 PM No.27186 >>27187

>>27185
So what's the argument? That a person who is overly concerned about a piece of art, are themselves pedo? I'm kind of dumb and don't follow.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:50:04 PM No.27187 >>27191 >>27192

>>27186
Not always of course, but it's a pretty good tell. Especially the way he phrased it at the time sounded more like "I'm worried by the fact that I like this" than "I'm worried about the ethics of this" or something.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:50:40 PM No.27188 >>27194

>>27185
>LGBT is the politically correct term for gay
LGBTQ+ is exactly the politically correct term. The more fashionable umbrella term (among actual queer people) "queer" is rarely used formally, in favour of some acronym with a + on the end. Faggots and dykes in particular prefer slang over tutti frutti confectionery 
lingo as approved by the pigeon hole society.

>it's the term we use for ourselves first and foremost
And why is that?

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 10:53:43 PM No.27191 >>27194

>>27187
tbh it was that i was worried about the ethics of it. i'm always sorting through ethical conundrums in my head.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:54:54 PM No.27192 >>27194

>>27187
Oh I'm starting to understand. I think so too, a person may see a picture or art and they'll have a strong reaction to it because it's something they're trying to suppress their enjoyment of. Like you say it's not always the case and most people who aren't into a thing will cringe, 
like how a person will cringe from watching two trans people kissing. But someone who blows up about it or gets up in someone's business have some repressed sexual feelings.

This post was edited by its author on 23 May 2021 11:01:02 PM.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 10:57:43 PM No.27194 >>27195 >>27196 >>27201

>>27188
Because calling yourself a "minor-attracted person" just sounds tacky, tbh. It's mainly used to refer to the MAP movement or groups of people with varied minor attractions, mainly for the sake of convenience and not having to say "nepiophiles, pedophiles, hebephiles, and 
ephebophiles" every time. However, very rarely will people actually refer to themselves as "a MAP". It's simply not common at all. In fact, it's usually a dead giveaway for someone trying to "fit in".
>>27191
But kids are hot.
>>27192
I see it as kinda related to the anti-gay politicians who end up being gay. Though obviously not the same thing here, I think it comes from a similar place.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 11:00:38 PM No.27195 >>27197 >>27200
File: 1621825238009.gif (486.64 KB, 500x341, 1378875623876.gif)

>>27194
You just wrote it's the primary term you identify with.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 11:02:02 PM No.27196 >>27199 >>27200

>>27194
i was uncomfortable with the possibility of it being based on csem. i'm not uncomfortable with finding young girls attractive, and certainly not of loli art.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 11:02:41 PM No.27197 >>27198

>>27195
No he said pedo is the term they use first and foremost. Reading comprehension, buddy.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 11:03:19 PM No.27198 >>27202

>>27197
Oooh, my bad.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 11:05:24 PM No.27199 >>27204

>>27196
What's csem?

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 11:05:31 PM No.27200 >>27202

>>27195
Might want to reread what I wrote.
>Most pedophiles I know identify as pedo first and foremost
>antis [...] think that calling us pedos will make us melt or something when in reality it's the term we use for ourselves first and foremost.
I've only said the opposite. I don't think I've ever actually called myself a MAP. I just use it to refer to the community and groups of people as I mentioned before.
>>27196
Which is something that only someone who truly cares about children would say. Therefore you had to have been a pedo. Checkmate, teleios.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 11:05:53 PM No.27201 >>27203

>>27194
I honestly have no Idea what to call myself lmao. My aoa is like 6 to 15 (though that changes depending on the individual and so on)

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 11:08:56 PM No.27202

>>27200
Yes, my mistake >>27198 . That all makes sense, then.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 11:08:57 PM No.27203 >>27205

>>27201
My AoA falls pretty safely into pedo territory, so luckily I don't have to think about that much. I have heard people with attractions like you refer to themselves as pedohebephiles before, though.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 11:10:16 PM No.27204 >>27206

>>27199
child sexual abuse material. i don't like it and i don't want to jerk off to a drawing if it was used as reference. i draw so sometimes there's hints that something might have a real life reference, certain nuances and peculiarities about the human body that are difficult (albeit 
not impossible) to get right when drawing from imagination. of course one could use adult models and "de-age them" or stockphotos of kids. but once in a while there's been a drawing that's too suspect for my comfort. that's just my position on it.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 11:13:27 PM No.27205

>>27203
Heh, an interesting term. I'll try it on for size.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 11:16:57 PM No.27206 >>27208

>>27204
I've never thought about it. I do recall seeing realistic drawings but abusive stuff I'm not so sure. I honestly couldn't tell because of the art I've seen which has been anime inspired, I couldn't particularly point to something that particularly said that it was a real reference that 
had abuse. 

Also I was thinking and I am reminded of the "cuties" controversy. And while I definitely do not like that paegent crap because it's extremely exploitive, the reaction to that show was extremely suspect to me. Especially by some people talking about it on YouTube. Speaks 
to how much people repress their enjoyment of it. I've never personally seen the show and don't have any interest in it, but the overreacting speaks more about those people than the show itself.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 11:17:29 PM No.27207 >>27209 >>27210
File: 1621826249597.mp4 (7.76 MB, 1440x1080, Pro-C Mio Honda.mp4)

Always remember to debunk pedophobic propaganda whenever possible.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 11:19:57 PM No.27208

>>27206
I saw the "worst" clip from that show and it was fucking nothing. The reaction to that film was ridiculous. If Netflix is trying to appeal to pedos, they're not doing a great job.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 11:21:06 PM No.27209 >>27211

>>27207
can be scurry tho

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 11:21:47 PM No.27210 >>27211 >>27307

>>27207
i'm not pro c though

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 11:25:04 PM No.27211 >>27212

>>27209
Kidding of course, not everybody has to be a fighter. Keeping yourself well-educated on the facts can be enough.
>>27210
Oh shit, I didn't think anti-Cs still existed. A rare sight indeed.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 11:28:36 PM No.27212 >>27213 >>27214 >>27218

>>27211
is it? i figured it'd be less common but i'm on a site that's anti-c. i have yet to be convinced but i get why it's not the most common stance. i don't wanna be fighty about it though.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 11:30:07 PM No.27213

>>27212
Okay you're gonna have to put me up to date with all the acronyms and such

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 11:31:31 PM No.27214 >>27215 >>27218
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>>27212
That's okay. I'm not really sure where I stand myself. I know people who've had positive experiences and I know people 
who've had negative.
One of these days I'll make a decision.

Good thread lads, I've got stuff to do now. See you tomorrow.ヽ( ⌒o⌒)人(⌒-⌒ )ﾉ

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 11:32:05 PM No.27215 >>27216 >>27218

>>27214
bibi, feelin' sorta weird rn

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 11:32:59 PM No.27216

>>27215
It do be like that sometimes.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 11:37:18 PM No.27218 >>27219 >>27307

>>27212
The anti-C movement was something that popped up a couple years ago and pretty quickly fizzled out after some initial attention. A lot of my friends used to be anti-Cs, but in their own words, not mine, "then I read the actual evidence". I don't want to be fighty about it 
either, infighting over contact stances is cringe. But I will give my thoughts on the anti-C movement. In my opinion, the reason the movement basically failed is because they try to give away too much to the antis. I don't think our movement should be based on giving 
concessions to people who hate our guts. I think it should be based on the liberation of both minor-attracted people and minors. Hence why I feel the MAP and AAM movement go hand-in-hand. At this moment in time, anti-Cs have basically retreated to their own websites 
while pro-Cs form the majority on places like social media. Hence why while anti-Cs are out of sight, the pro-C movement continues to grow. I'm personally from a time when anti-Cs didn't even exist, so I just kinda thought the idea was silly when it was first thought up a 
couple years ago. But it has been a good gateway for several friends of mine, so I do think it's useful in a way.
>>27214
Rest well, comr8.
>>27215
Hopefully not in a bad way?

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   23 May 2021 11:40:02 PM No.27219 >>27220

>>27218
i'm sure anti-c has been around since more than a few years, but maybe not as a movement. 
>hopefully not in a bad way
idk

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  23 May 2021 11:45:23 PM No.27220

>>27219
>i'm sure anti-c has been around since more than a few years, but maybe not as a movement. 
As someone who's been involved with this stuff for quite some time, anti-Cs weren't really noticeable until like 2018 the earliest. I'm sure they've always been around, but like the anti-C homosexuals of the 20th century they haven't really been all that influential.
>idk
I hope you feel better soon, then, fren.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 1:16:55 AM No.27234 >>27235 >>27238

what's anti-c and pro-c and c in general bros, and is it a concept that I can use to justify my loli addiction? thanks in advance, didn't need a reason anyway fapfapfapfap

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 1:25:33 AM No.27235 >>27238

>>27234
Needing a justification to jack off to drawings is pretty cringe, comr8.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   24 May 2021 1:45:17 AM No.27238 >>27240

>>27234
it stands for contact, i'll let you figure out what that means but you probably won't like what it means, but i'm not so sure us anti-Cs are actually that uncommon. also this >>27235
heading off now, we'll see if i can post with my flag anymore in the future

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 1:52:21 AM No.27240 >>27242 >>27246

>>27238
Well, I do believe any actual contact with children is wrong, because I know it traumatizes them, so it goes as far as that for me, if that's what contact stands for?

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 1:55:25 AM No.27241

>>27181
I only know because I'm a hardcore otaku of sorts. I'm the /ss/ guy. Even so if it is a concern, manga-style artists these days have no need to use real references.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade   24 May 2021 2:11:13 AM No.27242 >>27245

>>27240
yus, i am anti-contact. it's always a risk, even if it's 5% of the time (but i don't want to bring this debate here). but i can't hate on pro-Cs because it's so challenging to go against one's fundamental nature, and being pro-C doesn't mean they are, will, or are willing to do 
anything. in the end, most sexual crime against children is performed by people who aren't even attracted to them, and regardless of contact stance shitty psych practices for people struggling with their attraction actually make them more likely to offend. it must be said too, 
that there are people who are anti-contact ideologically but whose actions contradict that stance, because some people are more susceptible to their base desires, and because they're made to feel alienated and monstrous because of circumstance of birth.

Anyway I'm going to shut up because this is a big fat invitation for some ugly argumentation.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 2:23:00 AM No.27245 >>27247

>>27242
Is 5% supposed to be amount of children that actually end up traumatized by sexual contact? I mean, I'm circumcised, it doesn't mess up with my sexual life that much, I will never know how actually stimulating a foreskin feels like (though blowjobs hurt a lot, I can tell), 
but even if it didn't ruin my life I would have liked someone not to have made that decision against my more rational, current will, if it can be avoided.

I wouldn't hate on pro-Cs if they are (mostly) supposed to be still less likely to actually do anything, but I don't see how to treat them as other than pedophiles that go a step beyond being one and decide to also say they would have sexual contact with children if they could, 
because that's an admission to being willing to commit a crime, one I think should remain a crime.

These are all new concepts for me even though I'm a pedo myself, I feel like asking questions, sorry, I'm also very sleepy so I will go now.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 2:23:25 AM No.27246 >>27248 >>27255

>>27240
Inherent harm is a myth, there's no correlation between contact and trauma. Trauma occurs if there is actual abuse, that is to say an absence of consent, or via secondary harm by societal gaslighting:
https://www.newgon.net/wiki/Research:_Secondary_Harm

We do have countless examples of such relationships existing without trauma and with consent having been given:
https://www.ipce.info/host/rivas/positive_memories.htm

Several studies have been conducted on the matter of the correlation between contact and trauma and it's been proven time an again, even when the researchers themselves don't like the result, that there is no correlation when relationships are consensual. As harm isn't 
inherent, it's not really fair to say they should be banned just because trauma *can* occur. The same can happen in relationships between adults, I don't think that means we should ban all adults from having relationships as well. Just because harm *can* happen doesn't 
mean it will nor does that mean it should be disallowed. It's just pedophobic propaganda and I'm glad most of the former anti-Cs have woken up to that fact at this point as we're finally starting to make progress as a movement now. Youth liberation is just as important, after 
all.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 2:28:43 AM No.27247 >>27249

>>27245
Pro-Cs make up the vast majority of the MAP movement. Anti-Cs are mainly a fringe movement on the sidelines that have retreated to their own websites at this point amidst their dwindling numbers. It's legitimately really hard to run into one unless you go out looking for 
them. In my experience, anyone who expresses the desire to actually do something is usually called a fed. Thinking that something should be allowed isn't the same as actually doing said thing before it is allowed. Being pro-C is not a statement of intent.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 2:29:20 AM No.27248 >>27250

>>27246
I see, was going off to sleep but you answered my post >>27246, so is the world you guys picture along the lines of the way we treat sexual abuse cases between adults right now? everyone can have sex with children if they "consent" but if the child finds it harmful because 
of non-societal influenced feelings (which a lot of adults that report sexual abuse are influenced by, too, I would suppose) it would become rape? I mean, it's interesting, it makes me think of different ways cultures see consent as or moral relativism, I think this is the most 
far progressive concept I've seen that I can agree on but I (and everyone here) would probably get kicked out of even the most progressive parties all over the world by even talking about it.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 2:31:29 AM No.27249 >>27250

>>27247
I think the problem is that there isn't a lot of equivalents to the specific case of sex with children, where you claim it shouldn't be illegal to do it, and it's not wrong, but you wouldn't necessarily do it, because you are still aware that it's a bit more morally ambiguous than 
having sex with someone closer to your age.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 2:38:07 AM No.27250 >>27251

>>27248
Personally I think the way we need to look at sex as a whole needs to change. Though of course the MAP movement isn't just about sex, romantic feelings play a big part in it as well. Personally I just want to try and help educate people. The fact that I've managed to get 
new people, former anti-Cs, and hell, even some former self-hating antis into the movement is a big badge of pride for me. I've even managed to educate some people who aren't MAPs on the reality of the situation and that makes me happy. It turns out people can actually 
be quite reasonable at the end of the day. And that gives me hope for our future.
>>27249
From what people have told me, they're mainly afraid of both getting caught and also what would happen to the child if they were discovered. For them it's not worth the risk potentially having a child traumatised by that secondary harm. Nobody wants to see that happen to 
the one they love.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 2:46:44 AM No.27251 >>27252

>>27250
I'm actually surprised you've managed to convince some people, real life people? I mean you're convincing me, I can see where you're coming from. I suppose most of your friends, even antis were still mostly progressive people, right? I would be surprised if you ever 
converted someone deep into pedo-hunting tier lunacy.

It's funny but even as a pedo I can't stop seeing the idea of me forming a relationship with someone of even 12 years old as just weird and unrealistic, it's nothing like a 20 year old and a 50 year old for me, both are weird but the former is fantasy for me, obviously because 
it's not something we allow and it's not common. 

I'm actually going to sleep now, thanks for your input, hopefully the thread is still going tomorrow undisturbed by puritans.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 2:54:29 AM No.27252

>>27251
>I'm actually surprised you've managed to convince some people, real life people?
My real life friends know I'm a pedo, yes. If they weren't okay with that, they wouldn't be my friends.
>I would be surprised if you ever converted someone deep into pedo-hunting tier lunacy.
I've gotten two antis out of it. But these antis were self-hating closet pedos to begin with. As I've mentioned before, my pedo radar is pretty good, so I took a chance and it paid off. Apparently they had some bad experiences with anti-Cs in the past and were turned off by it 
all, one even mentioned that they were an anti out of a feeling of moral obligation. But upon showing them the pro-C community they were better convinced and grew to love it. So I got them to drop "hunting" (man, I can't believe they actually use that term) and integrate 
them into the movement. It's been a great experience and I do feel we've been making a lot of progress, especially recently.
>I'm actually going to sleep now, thanks for your input, hopefully the thread is still going tomorrow undisturbed by puritans.
Sleep well, if you have any questions then let me know!

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 3:38:03 AM No.27255 >>27256

>>27246
Children, in our current mileu at least, are emotionally dependent. Imagine a girl has had her prince charming ever since she could remember. What do you think happens when the girl grows too old for the prince charming? That isn't liberation, that's just a recipe for 
disaster.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 3:53:53 AM No.27256 >>27258
File: 1621842833166.jpg (426.6 KB, 2978x841, aa_sun_19711112_p012-001.jpg)

>>27255
>Children, in our current mileu at least, are emotionally dependent.

I agree, this needs to be changed. Which is why youth liberation is so important to begin with.
>What do you think happens when the girl grows too old for the prince charming?
This isn't a thing that anyone wants, though. Who would want to just leave their partner like that? Do you think adults just leave their partners when they also get to an age which they wouldn't have been attracted to when they first met them? Everyone I've spoken to has 
said they would stay with their partner even after they pass what would normally be their age of attraction. At that point the relationship will have gone way further than just physical attraction. Pedos just ditching kids once they reach age isn't something that would happen.
>That isn't liberation
Youth liberation is an idea that goes way beyond just sexual freedom.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 4:20:06 AM No.27258 >>27259

>>27256
There's a difference with two elderly people growing old together. They begin to lose their sexual desires. They no longer wish to participate in dating, as they are no longer desirable and they no longer have the energy they used to. As far as they're concerned their story is 
reaching its end, figuratively and literally.

The prince charming, unless he's already growing old, isn't going to lose his sexual desire, energy, desirability. I sincerely doubt that he is going to resign himself to an unhappy sex life for the rest of his life - and it would be a disaster regardless, reading the stories of people 
with unhappy sex lives. If this was just about love we wouldn't be talking about attraction in the first place. Go love a widowed granny if you please.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 4:26:51 AM No.27259 >>27260

>>27258
Again, what you're describing just doesn't happen. Please go read Rivas, we have several examples of such relationships staying together even into adulthood. You can come up with this hypothetical, but it just doesn't happen in the real world. Nobody would be so cruel to 
leave their partner like that for no reason. And that's not even going into the fact that exclusivity is comparatively rare to non-exclusivity.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 4:31:37 AM No.27260 >>27261

>>27259
Who is this Rivas?

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 4:32:36 AM No.27261 >>27262

>>27260
Was earlier in this thread, but I'll repost it for you.
https://www.ipce.info/host/rivas/positive_memories.htm

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 4:38:13 AM No.27262 >>27263

>>27261
Thanks, I will read it.
Also something just occurred to me, does outlawing child labor go against youth liberation?

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 4:40:26 AM No.27263

>>27262
They should be allowed to work if they so wish, but not forced to as was the issue with child labour previously.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 4:41:21 AM No.27264 >>27275

Also, I'm going to bed now too. If anyone has any questions, I'll do my best to answer them when I get up.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 9:51:36 AM No.27274 >>27275 >>27309

>>27126

Sexuality isn't a personality trait

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 10:09:45 AM No.27275 >>27309

>>27274
It's epic though.
>>27264
I'm the guy from last night and my final question since I'll look some of this stuff up myself later is how would you explain to someone that your desire for youth sexual liberation is not at all related to your personal desire to have intimate relationships with children? I 
think it's nearly impossible and it has no comparisons in other liberation movements, though such is the case with a lot of things related to sexuality.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Djinn-chan   24 May 2021 10:46:54 AM No.27278 >>27279
File: 1621867614227.png (457.62 KB, 831x657, Screenshot_71.png)

I'm gonna write down my thoughts here because there's controversy at the moment over on /b/.
Firstly, let me state that i am not a "MAP", or into loli/shota. I just think you would like to hear my opinion.
To start with, put yourself in the shoes of a police officer. You're the person who enforces the law, and it's up to you to determine what images are or are not illegal.
You have to look at loli or shota to do this.
Assuming that it has become illegal to look at these images, have you not broken the law? If police officers can be hypocritical about the law, then i bet pedophiles would start jumping at the chance to become police.
The people who make the laws, by the way, were friends with jeffrey epstein. They have enough money to bribe police to look the other way, and they have money to buy private islands where nobody sees what they're doing. A poor pedophile has the 

thoughts, the desire to commit the crime, but they do not have the power and privilege necessary to do so without being caught easily. Rich people do, on the other hand, have the capability of that. Hence the threat level is different.
Assuming the loli or shota is traced from real child pornography, the only thing it means is that the person who made the photographs, who saw the child in person, was guilty of the crime. A secondhand consumer of the porn could be a friend in the offender's sex 
trafficking ring, which could indicate guilt. But a pure porn consumer does not see or touch a child in person.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Djinn-chan   24 May 2021 10:47:40 AM No.27279 >>27280

>>27278
(Pt 2)
Now, what if you get a thrill out of looking at loli or shota?
Here's the part where i openly state that i have fantasized about murder. I thought about stabbing people, and i smiled and giggled the whole time. I didn't do it, of course, otherwise i'd be in prison at the moment.
Planning the crime could be considered "conspiracy", but thankfully there wasn't a plan. You could be thrown in a psych ward for having homicidal thoughts, though.
If thinking about committing a crime was just as illegal as doing the crime, i'd be getting buttfucked in a prison shower. Assuming i did attempt to stab people, would i get away with it? I might be capable of doing the crime, but i wouldn't get away with it very long - which 
is clearly why i didn't do it. And i'm too lazy to do that sort of thing too.
Nobody wants their kid to get molested, and nobody wants to get stabbed by me with a knife.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Djinn-chan   24 May 2021 10:48:09 AM No.27280

>>27279
(Pt 3)
Does being addicted to regular porn make you more likely to go out and fuck a woman? "God, i want to fuck a mature, healthy adult woman", you might say, if you're porn addicted. Are you gonna do it? Is it gonna work? I think the chances are lower than if you simply did 
not become addicted to porn. Porn addicted people are fat, autistic, stinky, and don't know how to initiate a relationship - which is why we have an incel problem now.
Does looking at loli or shota make you more likely to attempt to commit the crime, let alone succeed? No - in fact, psychotic people are often more easily caught, due to losing their rationality, their ability to think things through.
I would prefer pedophiles to be too autistic to actually commit a crime and get away with it, and furthermore, i would prefer them to be honest with me and tell me that they are into that, because i don't want to be lied to. Forcing them into the shadows of illegality promotes 
lying, it promotes my ignorance to the crime, and if i had children, it would endanger them to predators. I don't want predators hurting my kids.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 11:14:13 AM No.27286 >>27291

pedo anons just take testosterone blockers or cut off your balls please. The attraction is only casuing you and other people harm. You are not solely defined by your' sex drive so why let it take over? Yes society failed you but your fate is in your hands to some extent

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 11:16:56 AM No.27287 >>27291 >>27309

All this philosophizing is pointless. As someone sexually abused when I was a kid it ruined my whole life. Thinking about men jerking their cocks to pics of me getting raped would cause me great pain as well. Just investigate ways to kill your' sex drive and you won't be a 
pedo any more. Everyone wins

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 11:49:10 AM No.27289 >>27291
File: 1621871350708.jpg (28.65 KB, 548x308, pedocuckime.jpg)

what anime does to a mf

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 12:04:29 PM No.27290 >>27291
File: 1621872269170.gif (15.99 KB, 148x166, stone.gif)

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 12:08:04 PM No.27291 >>27293

>>27286
>>27287
>>27289
>>27290
Cringe, love me some young minge.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   24 May 2021 12:09:14 PM No.27292
File: 1621872554286.png (16.02 KB, 864x566, wat de fug.png)

>>26836
>>26830
This entire thread
How can I filter it. There are only options for 
names and tripcodes.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 12:10:26 PM No.27293 >>27298

>>27291
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[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Slightly Mentally Impaired ## Mod   24 May 2021 12:20:54 PM No.27296 >>27311
File: 1621873254365.jpg (121.86 KB, 828x821, ad9584a86c8bcdfba6bb649b805666…)

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 12:30:21 PM No.27298 >>27302

>>27293
Nope *dab*

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   24 May 2021 12:41:12 PM No.27301
File: 1621874472450.jpg (54.74 KB, 429x410, ay.jpg)

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 12:44:48 PM No.27302 >>27306

>>27298
>brags about being a pedophile on le semi anonymous imageboard
It's you that is pitiful, good thing you make non subhumans judgement a bit easier by being so insufferable

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 12:49:18 PM No.27304

>>26987
or maybe your' just defective?

[ - ] Mature Content

 Slightly Mentally Impaired   24 May 2021 12:51:51 PM No.27305
File: 1621875111685.jpg (67.47 KB, 828x603, ElKQDyuVgAAfhF5.jpeg)

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 12:55:41 PM No.27306

>>27302
Not proud, just enjoying how being horny makes some people upset.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 12:55:43 PM No.27307

>>27210
>>27218
"Pro C" "Pro contact" means pro-ability to sexually interact with children yes?

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 1:09:16 PM No.27309

>>27274
I agree, and it shouldn't define who I am as a person as antis seem to believe. I find it funny that people may like me and then finding about this one attraction changes some people's perception of me entirely. Luckily I have cool IRL friends who don't care.
>>27275
I see the two as separate but still linked in a way. Personally, my support for youth liberation stems from experiences in my childhood and the hope that a better future is possible for future generations.
>>27287
I'm sorry to hear about your experiences, but that doesn't invalidate the experiences of others. There's a lot more nuance here than meets the eye. Fact of the matter is that most child sexual abusers are not pedophiles. Typically they are people who are in it for the power 
aspect and see children as easy targets rather than actually being physically attracted to them. In a more sexually open world, we would be able to spot the symptoms of child sexual abuse more easily, which I see as desirable.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade   24 May 2021 1:10:45 PM No.27311 >>27312

>>27296
Just saying, this should've been shut down the second people started saying they have a sexual attraction to children

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 1:17:53 PM No.27312 >>27313 >>27314 >>27316

>>27311
I disagree, I think that was the moment /GET/chan became based.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   24 May 2021 1:19:54 PM No.27313 >>27318

>>27312
Are you even from here or did you just come here from /leftypol/ to stir up shit?

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 1:19:55 PM No.27314
File: 1621876795154.png (364.63 KB, 419x599, Almost too tired to continue a…)

>>27312
Consider suicide

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade   24 May 2021 1:24:06 PM No.27316

>>27312
How compelling, please face the wall...

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 1:47:35 PM No.27318 >>27319

>>27313
Half, I'm a pedo, I was the first guy to reveal I have pedophilic thoughts ITT, then I had very calm discussions with other pedos on the thread that are genuinely more radical than me on how these issues should be handled, then you all came in with your not very calm posts 
and I had some fun, but I'm stopping now.

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 1:52:01 PM No.27319

>>27318
Yeah, best not to poke the teleios too much so we can continue to have our discussions. They're already trying to use it as justification to get rid of us.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade   24 May 2021 2:52:22 PM No.27332 >>27334 >>27338

/leftypol/ wants you guys gone 
https://leftypol.org/b/res/52805.html

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 3:14:58 PM No.27334

>>27332
Who cares what that infamous dark web site filled with pedophiles thinks

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 3:24:47 PM No.27337
File: mtr_1621884287822.png (1.22 MB, 1097x939, You better not seriously expec…)

...

Why is this fucking thread still up? It should have been nuked the moment it began turning into a place for actual pedophiles to come out in the open, and failing that the peoples' champions should have at the VERY LEAST banned people once actual 
"it's hip to fuck kiddies" arguments started coming out. Maybe it's just because peoples' champions aren't online or something, but if pedophilia is going to be given a pass on this site then I dont feel comfortable posting here or associating with this 
place, and I'm sure there are many others who feel the same. Fix this mess.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 3:28:03 PM No.27338

>>27332
/leftypol/ has this kind of thread all the time, cope.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade   24 May 2021 3:32:58 PM No.27341 >>27345 >>27347 >>27348 >>27350
File: mtr_1621884778884.png (338.49 KB, 923x767, lasereyes.png)

Why was this only marked as "mature content"? At this point it should be PURGED

[ - ] Mature Content  Replies:

 Anonymous Comrade   24 May 2021 3:37:29 PM No.27345
File: mtr_1621885049186.png (511.4 KB, 624x624, OMEGA_STALIN.png)

>>27341
I'm gonna have to agree on this one

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade   24 May 2021 3:40:26 PM No.27347

>>27341
I also am on team purge tbh

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade   24 May 2021 3:40:59 PM No.27348
File: mtr_1621885259319.png (366.49 KB, 983x1080, Moxxie163.png)

>>27341
Honestly, I agree as well, I'm trying to get everyone 
on board.

[ - ] Mature Content

 Anonymous Comrade  24 May 2021 3:44:04 PM No.27349

the nsfw mature content spoiler being a loli doesn't make this better to be honest

[ - ] Mature Content

Edit

 Macaroni !RevGiOKgRo   24 May 2021 3:45:02 PM No.27350

>>27341
Agreed

[ - ] Mature Content
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